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1 SUMMARY 
Exploration Permit for Minerals (EPM) 17831 “Hillgrove” was applied for in order to facilitate an 
exploration program to discover economically viable deposits of bauxite associated with Tertiary 
Volcanics, in an area with old peneplained surfaces preserved as plateaus. 

During the reporting period, community concerns regarding mineral exploration not associated with 
ABx3 Pty Ltd (ABx3) were such that ABx3 considered it prudent to suspend exploration activities in 
those areas until such time as community sentiment was more amenable to mineral exploration 
activities.  

Consequently, only desktop reviews and studies not requiring land access were conducted over the 
reporting period. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 
Tenure Information 

EPM 17831 was granted to Hudson Resources Limited (Hudson Resources) on 25 February 2009 for 
a two year period, covering an area of 89 sub-blocks. The current sub-block composition is outlined in 
Table 1 below.  

An assignment application was lodged and subsequently approved by Queensland Mines and Energy 
on 23 December 2009, transferring the holding of EPM 17831 from Hudson Resources to ABx3. 

In February 2011, a decision was made to apply for renewal of 100% of Hillgrove EPM 17831 so that 
over the subsequent two years ABx3 could drill test all targets. On 10 December 2012, the Department 
renewed EPM 17831 for a period of 5 years from 25 February 2011 to 24 February 2016.  

This is the Fifth Annual report being submitted for EPM 17831, outlining the exploration conducted in 
the fifth year of tenure – the period ending 24 February 2014. 

On 13 December 2012, ABx3 applied to partially relinquish 83 sub-blocks of EPM 17831, leaving a 
total of 6 sub-blocks remaining. 

The tenement is covered by a Level 2 Code Compliant environmental authority number 
EPSX00346313. 

Table 1 EPM 17831 Blocks and Sub-blocks Composition  

BIM BLOCK  SUB-BLOCKS 

BRIS 2686  R, S, W, X, 

BRIS 2758 B, C  

 TOTAL 6 Sub-blocks 

 

Tenement Location 

EPM 17831 is located approximately 45 km north-northwest (NNW) of Toowoomba in southeast 
Queensland and is featured on the Oakey (9243) and Esk (9343) 1:100,000 topographic map sheets. 
The Toowoomba Regional Council is the governing local authority. 
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Map 1 – EPM 17831 Location Map 

Exploration Rationale 

EPM 17831 was applied for to explore the potential of economically viable deposits of bauxite 
associated with Tertiary Volcanics, in an area with old peneplained surfaces preserved as plateaus. 

The area is considered prospective for bauxite exploration for the following reasons: 

• Extensive areas of plateau with old weathering profiles preserved; 

• Reported bauxite occurrences in Geological Survey database in areas with similar 
geological setting located 10 to 25km to the east and southeast respectively; 

• Located close to existing infrastructure and coal mines with large reserves, so that 
if sufficient resources of bauxite are proved up, it may be possible to build a new 
alumina plant in the region;  

• Located close to existing infrastructure (rail, highway, power, water). 

In the Queensland Geological Survey database available on the internet (QME’s Interactive Resource 
and Tenure Maps database), a total of 20 small bauxite occurrences are reported in the south part of the 
Hampton EPM area, mainly along the New England Highway and on other major roads where the 
lateritic weathering profile is exposed in road-cuts. The weathering profile with bauxite is underlain by 
Tertiary Volcanics.  

The study of Geological Maps, Digital Terrain Model and Landsat images led to the conclusion that the 
geological and geomorphological setting prospective for bauxite extends to the northwest into the 
Haden and Hillgrove EPMs region, which is the reason the EPMs were applied for originally. 
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ABx3 understands that no systematic exploration for bauxite has been undertaken within the 
EPM 17831 area to date, and believes that systematic exploration should extend over the entire extent 
of flat-lying areas with old weathering profiles preserved, and that other bauxite occurrences will be 
found. 

Additional bauxite occurrences and the quality of such occurrences (notably alumina, silica and loss on 
ignition) will also be investigated distally from previous sampling locations away from main roads. 
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3 GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Geological Setting 

A significant portion of EPM 17831 is covered by Tertiary Volcanics.  These areas are described as 
follows on the 1:500,000 Moreton Geology geological map published in 1980: 

• Tm (Main Range Volcanics: Basalt, agglomerate, shale, dolomite) 

• Tmt (Main Range Volcanics: trachyte) 

The Tertiary Volcanics are underlain by sedimentary strata of the Jurassic Marburg Formation, which 
are part of the extensive Jurassic sedimentary system of southeast Queensland.  

The Marburg Formation mainly consists of sandstone, siltstone, shale, with some conglomerate and 
coal. 

Geological Interpretation 

A study of geomorphology using the Digital Terrain Model and Landsat images has led to the 
conclusion that Tertiary Volcanics (including basaltic volcanics) have been deposited and are preserved 
on old peneplained surfaces which have been preserved as plateaus. 

The contact between the Tertiary Volcanics and underlying sedimentary strata of the Jurassic Marburg 
Formation is near-horizontal, and therefore, in every valley there may be exposures of Jurassic 
Marburg Formation, and on every rise/ridge, Tertiary Volcanic strata are likely to be preserved. Thus, 
the contact between Tertiary Volcanics and underlying Jurassic sedimentary strata may be exposed in 
the majority of the valleys under cover of soil, alluvials and colluvials. 

There is a lateritic weathering profile under the Tertiary Volcanic strata, however, the sediments of the 
Jurassic Marburg Formation are quartz rich (including a coarse grained quartz rich sandstone with 
small quartz pebbles), so it is concluded that within the EPM 17831 area, bauxite is not expected on the 
contact between Jurassic Sediments and overlying Tertiary Volcanics. Based on experiences from other 
areas in southeast Queensland, the main potential for bauxite was expected at the contact between 
Older Tertiary Volcanics (which have been subjected to lateritic weathering) and Younger Tertiary 
Volcanics. 

There are only two known bauxite occurrences in the vicinity of EPM 17831: 

• Pinelands Bauxite Occurrences (two occurrences in the southeast part of 
contiguous tenement EPM 17830, reported in the Australian Geological Survey 
Organisation database) 

On old peneplained surfaces, the old lateritic weathering profile is likely to be preserved, and it is 
believed that the bauxite occurrences are likely to be part of an old lateritic weathering profile. 

Bauxite formed during the Tertiary period when a tropical climate prevailed (high rainfall and 
relatively high temperatures). Bauxite is present in upper parts of the old lateritic/saprolitic weathering 
profile such that during erosion, bauxite is the first to be removed. Old lateritic/saprolitic weathering 
profiles are easily eroded because weathered rocks are soft.  Therefore, the following will be 
determined over the course of the term of the exploration tenure: 

• How much of the bauxite has been preserved in plateau and mesa type areas; 
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• How much bauxite has been preserved under the protective cover of Younger 
Tertiary Volcanics (and what may be the thickness of protective overburden?); 

• How much of the bauxite has been eroded away because the underlying saprolite 
is soft. 
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4 WORK PERFORMED 
During the reporting period, community concerns regarding mineral exploration not associated with 
ABx3 were such that ABx3 considered it prudent to suspend exploration activities in those areas until 
such time as community sentiment was more amenable to mineral exploration activities.  

Consequently, only desktop reviews and studies not requiring land access were conducted over the 
reporting period. 

Review of assay data  

During the Tenure period ABx3 has undertaken a review of transport to the port. This seen is the key 
success factor for the exploitation of the resource. Preliminary discussions have been held about 
possibility of transporting bauxite by truck for distance of about 25km to the railway located to the SW 
of the project area and loading it on train to be transported to port of Brisbane – see map 2 below: 

 

Map 2 Showing possible transport routes near EPM17830 

If discussions of this transport option give encouraging results, a programme of additional assaying of 
samples from existing drill holes (map 3) and a programme of additional drill holes will be 
implemented. Further review of optimum sieve sizing for sample testing has is also being reviewed and 
test work is planned in the future.   
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Map 3 previous drill hole locations 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Company continues to monitor the political landscape in the tenement area and will return to 
ground operations this reporting period as soon as practical. In the interim, the Company will be 
conducting desktop reviews and studies not requiring land access.  

The following presents the proposed exploration program when the Company returns to full-scale 
ground operations this reporting period: 

1. Good landholder liaison to determine the most feasible properties exploration can be 
undertaken without landholder objection. 

2. Detailed geological mapping, including geomorphological mapping and application of a 
proprietary, non-invasive exploration technique for bauxite to define the areas with best 
potential for bauxite, with focus on the horizon with best potential for finding bauxite. 

3. Systematic sampling of natural outcrops and exposures of bauxitic material within the 
identified target areas. Follow-up exploration by traversing on foot is warranted along the 
prospective bauxite horizon (marked by red dashed line in maps). 

4. Chemical analyses of samples, including specialist analyses to determine total and available 
alumina, total and reactive quartz, loss on ignition iron contents and other analyses as required 
in bauxite search. 

5. Drill testing of zones with best potential, by a light duty air-core rig to get samples 
representing the whole bauxite profile (from upper-most iron rich zone through alumina rich 
zone down into mottled and pallid saprolite zone). 

6. Systematic drilling at close intervals to obtain data for resource estimation in the best target 
areas. 
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6 STATEMENTS 
Statements of Resources / Reserves 

In accordance with the Mineral Resources Regulation 2003, ABx3 confirms that no resources have 
been identified within EPM 17831 during the reporting period. 

Statement Describing Significant Mineralisation 

In accordance with the Mineral Resources Regulation 2003, no significant mineralisation has been 
identified within EPM 17831 during the reporting period. 

Statement of Compliance 

During the reporting period, community concerns regarding mineral exploration not associated with 
ABx3 were such that ABx3 considered it prudent to suspend exploration activities in those areas until 
such time as community sentiment was more amenable to mineral exploration activities.  

Consequently, only desktop reviews and studies not requiring land access were conducted over the 
reporting period. 

The program of works proposed for EPM 17831 over the next 2 years from 25 February 2014 through 
to the period ending 24 February 2016 includes the following activities: 

• Detailed geological mapping including geomorphological mapping; 

• Systematic mapping of outcrops; 

• Chemical analyses; 

• Testing of prospective zones by a small tractor mounted excavator; and 

• Systematic drill testing at close spacings. 

Statement of Proposed Activities 

During the forthcoming period, the following activities are proposed for EPM 17831: 

• Further reconnaissance exploration by traversing on foot; 

• Sampling of exposures of bauxite; 

• Identification and rating of targets; 

• Drilling to define JORC resources; and 

• Laboratory analysis of samples by specialist assay methods for bauxite. 

 Copyright Statement 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND WARRANTY 

7. Subject to 2, the tenure holder acknowledges that this Report, including the material, 
information and data incorporated in it, has been made under the direction or control of the 
State of Queensland (the State) within the meaning of section 176 of the Copyright Act 
1968 (Cwth). 
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8. To the extent that copyright in any material included in this Report is not owned by the State, 
the tenure holder warrants that it has the full legal right and authority to grant, and does hereby 
grant, to the State, subject to any confidentiality obligation undertaken by the State, the right 
to do (including to authorise any other person to do) any act in the copyright, including to: 

• Use; 

• Reproduce;  

• Publish; and 

• Communicate in electronic form to the public, such material, including any data 
and information included in the material. 

9. Without limiting the scope of 1 and 2 above, the tenure holder warrants that all relevant 
authorisations and consents have been obtained for all acts referred to in 1 and 2 above, to 
ensure that the doing of any of the acts is not authorised within the meaning of section 29(6) 
of the Copyright Act (Cwth). 
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